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How to choose a solution to
grow your business
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Times are changing
The days of filing cabinets and faxes are long gone. A digital
workplace and virtual teams are essential to doing business
today. For departments like claims and underwriting, that means
adopting tools to manage documents and workflows as the
volume, velocity, and variety of content that your organization
needs grows. You also need to reduce capital expenses whenever
and wherever you can to be more agile and competitive. And
information management is at the heart of this change.
As companies strive to create order from the unprecedented
amounts of information they produce, enterprise content
management (ECM) has become one of the fastest growing
areas of IT. In this guide, Vertafore addresses the key factors
driving insurance organizations to adopting and deploying
ImageRight for content management and workflow.
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Choosing a best-fit solution
How does ImageRight deliver solutions?
ImageRight is an ECM solution that leverages insurance-focused
design with extensible integration capabilities, intelligent
workflows, and actionable insights to deliver a modernized
user experience while accelerating growth, reducing capital
expenses, and boosting productivity and efficiency across a
carrier’s business.
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Fe atur e s ove r vie w

Advanced workflows
Autofill & shortcuts

Email receivers
Enterprise scanners
Web services
Business process dashboards

Full text search
Less time searching, more doing. Full text
search is a more advanced way to search
your content. Quickly find all instances of a
term (word) across all of your content without
having to scan rows of data and know where
a particular document is stored.

Business process analytics
Full text search

Retention management
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Online
ImageRight Online is a cloud-based version of ImageRight
prepackaged with the features our customers need most.
ImageRight Online makes it easy for you to grow your business
and control your data. Hosted by Vertafore, ImageRight online
lives in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) within the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) cloud, so you can have peace of mind that your
data is protected, up-to-date, and accessible anytime, anywhere.
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Putting it all together to find the right fit
ImageRight comes as an in-house a la carte solution or as
an online hosted out-of-the-box solution, and which model
you choose to use will depend on the needs of your business.
Selecting the right content management solution for your
business doesn’t have to be daunting. Thinking through the
questions below should help you narrow down what your
needs and priorities are.
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Online
COS T & CO NT RO L

How much control do you need?
M o re Fre e dom

M o r e Con tr o l

or

ImageRight Online is hosted by Vertafore in a VPC within the AWS cloud. That means Vertafore takes responsibility
for the hardware, software, backups, and security strategies (and the costs that go with it). This ensures that your
platform is up to date, available anytime and anywhere. Our partnership with AWS allows us to offer better service
level agreements than that of many in-house IT solutions.

Inte gr ation & Customization

How complex are your data and workflow needs?
Sta ndar d

Com pl ex

or

Implementations of ImageRight are highly customizable. ImageRight is best thought of as the central nervous system
to your organizational infrastructure and can integrate with you ecosystem as needed. As such, organizations can use
ImageRight’s extensible API’s and advanced features to build many different automation workflows across multiple
departments. This helps move all content into a single source of truth — housing all your digital data in one place.

Cost & Te ch nologie s

How do you keep up with software
changes for your workforce?
Au to mat ic U pgr a des

or

Cont r ol le d up gr a d es

With ImageRight Online technology delivered in a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, your subscription includes
automatic upgrades to the latest version as new releases are available, making costs more predictable and freeing
up your IT team to focus on deploying new solutions. For remote workers an internet connection, username and
password are all that are needed.
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Online
Enterprise content management

✓

✓

Document based workflow

✓

✓

Browser client and desktop app for users

✓

✓

Content imports

✓

✓

Database imports

✓

✓

Enterprise scanner

✓

✓

Email receivers

Optional

✓

Web services (SOAP + RESTful)

Optional

✓

Business process dashboards

Optional

✓

Business process analytics

Optional*

Optional

Action history report

✓

Auto redaction

✓

Faxing & export queues

✓

Retention management

Optional

Full text search

Optional

* Business Process Dashboards is included with Business Process Analytics and not available separately for ImageRight
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Conclusion
We are confident that ImageRight can provide
your organization the right solution for
automating workflows, streamlining processes,
and increasing efficiency. As leaders in insurance
technology for over 50 years insurance isn’t just
a passion project for us – it drives the core of our
business. We understand your business, and want
to partner with you on the ImageRight solution
that best fits your needs.
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